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Covering Letter

December 24, 2005

Peter, M.D.
Editor in Chief,

Dear Peter Newmark

We send a manuscript entitled "A Phase II Study of LFP Therapy (5-FU (5-fluorourasil) continuous infusion (CVI) and Low-Dose Consecutive (Cisplatin) CDDP) in Advanced Biliary tract Carcinoma" by Kobayashi et al. revised according to the referees' advices and performed language corrections by Dr. Brian Quinn.

All the corrected parts were underlined. And also Tables and figures were rewrittight. If tables are difficult to read, please refer to the additional file Tables 1-6 for BMC.

We should like you to review this manuscript for publication in the BMC Cancer. I hope that the process finds the manuscript acceptable for publication in the journal.

Finally, we thank for receiving our request for prolonging deadline by December 28

Yours Sincerely

Kazuma Kobayashi, M.D.
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